
SOLUTIONS: MATH 103 MIDTERM II FALL 20091. Let H and K be �nite subgroups of a group G with jHj = 24 and jKj = 33.(a) Show that the intersetion H \K is a subgroup of G.(b) Assume that H \K ontains more than one element. How many elements does ithave? Why?Solution: If a; b are in H \K, then both a and b are in H. As H is a subgroup, wealso have ab 2 H. By the same argument, ab 2 K. Hene ab 2 H \K. Similarly, if a is inboth H and K, then also a�1 is in H (as H is a subgroup) and it also is in K (as K is asubgroup). Hene H \K is a subgroup by subgroup test.To show (b), we use Lagrange's Theorem. As H \ K is a subgroup of H, jH \ Kjmust divide jHj = 24. By the same argument, it also divides jKj = 33. Hene jH \ Kjdivides gd(24; 33) = 3. As jH \Kj > 1 by assumption, it must be equal to 3.2. Show that the groups Z6 and U(7) are isomorphi.Solution: We know that Z6 is a yli group, generated by the element 1 whih hasorder 6. As an isomorphism preserves the order of the element, we have to �nd an elementa in U(7) whih has order 6. This an be done by trial and error. We an not take a = 2, asa3 = 8 � 1 mod 7. But 32 � 2 mod 7, 33 = 27 � �1 mod 7, 34 � �3 mod 7, 35 � �9 � 5mod 7 and a6 � 1 mod 7. Hene 3 has order 6 in U(7).We an now de�ne the isomorphism � by n 7! 3n mod 7 for n = 1; 2; :::; 6. This is1-1 and onto, whih we see from the alulations above. Moreover,�(n)�(m) = 3n3m = 3n+m = 3k;where 0 � k < 6 suh that k � n+m mod 6. Here the equality 3n+m = 3k follows fromthe fat that n+m = 6q+k for some q and 3n+m = 36q+k = (36)q3k = 3k. Hene we have�(n)�(m) = �(n+m) and � is an isomorphism.3. Find all subgroups of order 4 in Z4 � Z2.Solution: We have seen that an abelian group of order 4 is either yli (if it ontainsan element of order 4), or it is isomorphi to Z2 �Z2 (if it does not ontain an element oforder 4). Let us determine the elements (a; b) of order 4. By a theorem in lass, we haveord((a; b)) = lm(ord(a); ord(b)) = 4:As the order of b an be at most 2, it follows that the order of a must be 4, and b an haveorder 1 or 2. Hene the elements of order 4 aref(1; 0); (1; 1); (3; 0); (3; 1)g:Eah element of order 4 generates a yli subgroup of order 4. However, this subgroupontains two elements of order 4, the hosen generating one and its inverse. Hene we havetwo yli subgroups of order 4, namely f(0; 0); (1; 0); (2; 0); (3; 0)g and



f(0; 0); (1; 1); (2; 0); (3; 1)g. Moreover, as we have four elements of order 4 and one elementof order 1 (the identity (0; 0)), there are three remaining elements of order 2, namelyf(2; 0); (2; 1); (0; 1)g. These elements together with the identity form another subgroup oforder 4. Answer: Three subgroups of order 4.4. Let G be a �nite group with jGj = 21 and let H be a normal subgroup with jHj = 7.(a) Let a 2 G, a 62 H. What is the order of aH in the fator group G=H? To whihgroup is the fator group G=H isomorphi?(b) Let ~a 2 aH. Whih numbers an be the order of ~a. Why?() Give an example of G, H and a as in (a) and elements ~a 2 aH for all possibleorders of ~a, as determined in (b).Solution : We have jGjjHj = 21=7 = 3 osets of H in G (reall that left and right osetsare the same for a normal subgroup). Hene G=H is a group of order 3, and it must beisomorphi to Z3 (as 3 is a prime number). So, in partiular, as aH is not the identityelement H in G=H, the order of aH must be 3, whih shows (a).By a theorem in lass, the order of aH must divide the order of a. Hene the orderof a must be a multiple of 3 for a as in part (a). On the other hand, the order of a mustdivide the order of G, whih is 21 = 3 � 7. Hene the only possibilities for the order of aare 3 and 21.To �nd an example for (), take G = Z21, H = h3i = f0; 3; 6; 9; 12; 15; 18g and a = 1.Then jHj = 7 and H is normal, as G is abelian. Moreover, ord(1)=21. But we also have7 = 1+2 �3 2 1+H (here we use additive notation) and the order of 7 is equal to 3. Theseare all the possibilities in (b).


